Sailing Announcements and Information
For all sailors this summer there are a few things you will need to bring to class each
day:
Coast Guard approved life jacket,
A whistle tied to your sailor's life jacket,
Sunscreen,
Water shoes or boots,
A hat or sunglasses,
and most importantly water!
This summer beginner Opti sailing classes are split into two time slots. The first time slot
begins at 8:45 and ends at 10:15. In order to take advantage of the full hour and a half
we kindly ask that students arrive before their class time to ensure everyone is there at
the start of class. This will also become more useful once the class starts to pick up
because students will be expected to have their boats rigged and ready for when class
starts. The second time begins at 10:30 and again we kindly ask that you arrive early so
the instructors can begin promptly.
We have also split up our Opti intermediate class to a morning and afternoon class.
There is no difference between the two classes for both will follow a similar structure but
may have different instructors. With all classes we kindly ask that you arrive early to
ensure classes can start on time.
Our afternoon advanced racers are expected to be rigged and ready to sail by 1:00 on
class days.
For all potential sailors this summer there are a few dates you should keep in mind if
your child is interested in racing on the island.
August 1st - Mighty Duck Green Fleet Regatta @ SBYC (For beginner sailors)
August 8th - No Fear Green Fleet Regatta @ SCYC (For beginner sailors)
Below is the interclub schedule for 2017. It is recommended that your sailor gets some
experience and confidence on the water before attempting an all day interclub. Our
seasoned sailors are not required to race however we do suggest if it is your sailor's first
attempt at an interclub a good one to start at would be our own on 7/19. Racing
students are expected but not required to race each week.
7/5 - Interclub @ SCYC
7/12 - Interclub @ LEHYC
7/19 - Interclub @ HBC
7/26 - Interclub @ SBYC

8/2 - Interclub @ Brigantine
8/9 - Interclub @ BLYC
8/16 - Interclub & LBIYRA awards night @ BBYC

